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KEY=1 - HOOPER CRUZ
JOHN CARTER: BARSOOM SERIES (7 NOVELS) A PRINCESS OF MARS; GODS OF MARS; WARLORD OF MARS;
THUVIA, MAID OF MARS; CHESSMEN OF MARS; M
Engage Books When John Carter goes to sleep in a mysterious cave in the Arizona dessert, he wakes up on the planet
Mars. There he meets the ﬁfteen foot tall, four armed, green men of mars, with horse-like dragons, and watch dogs
like oversized frogs with ten legs. His adventures continue as he battles great white apes, ﬁghts plant men, deﬁes the
Goddess of Death, and braves the frozen wastes of Polar Mars. In other adventures, the Prince of Helium encounters a
race of telepathic warriors, the Princess of Helium confronts the headless men of Mars, Captain Ulysses Paxton learns
the secret of human immortality, and Tan Hadron's idealized notion of love is tested as he ﬁghts oﬀ gigantic spiders
and cannibals. Edgar Rice Burroughs vision of Mars was loosely inspired by astronomical speculation of the time,
especially that of Percival Lowell, who saw the red planet as a formerly Earth-like world now becoming less hospitable
to life due to its advanced age. Burroughs predicted the invention of homing devices, radar, sonar, autopilot, collision
detection, television, teletype, genetic cloning, living organ transplants, antigravity propulsion, and many other
concepts that were well ahead of his time. The books in the Barsoom series were an early inspiration to many,
including science ﬁction authors Robert A. Heinlein, Arthur C. Clarke and Ray Bradbury, they inﬂuenced renowned
scientist Carl Sagan in his quest for extraterrestrial life, and were instrumental in the making of James Cameron's
Avatar, and George Lucas' Star Wars. This edition includes 46 illustrations.

JOHN CARTER: BARSOOM SERIES (7 NOVELS) A PRINCESS OF MARS; GODS OF MARS; WARLORD OF MARS;
THUVIA, MAID OF MARS; CHESSMEN OF MARS; M
Engage Books When John Carter goes to sleep in a mysterious cave in the Arizona dessert, he wakes up on the planet
Mars. There he meets the ﬁfteen foot tall, four armed, green men of mars, with horse-like dragons, and watch dogs
like oversized frogs with ten legs. His adventures continue as he battles great white apes, ﬁghts plant men, deﬁes the
Goddess of Death, and braves the frozen wastes of Polar Mars. In other adventures, the Prince of Helium encounters a
race of telepathic warriors, the Princess of Helium confronts the headless men of Mars, Captain Ulysses Paxton learns
the secret of human immortality, and Tan Hadron's idealized notion of love is tested as he ﬁghts oﬀ gigantic spiders
and cannibals. Edgar Rice Burroughs vision of Mars was loosely inspired by astronomical speculation of the time,
especially that of Percival Lowell, who saw the red planet as a formerly Earth-like world now becoming less hospitable
to life due to its advanced age. Burroughs predicted the invention of homing devices, radar, sonar, autopilot, collision
detection, television, teletype, genetic cloning, living organ transplants, antigravity propulsion, and many other
concepts that were well ahead of his time. The books in the Barsoom series were an early inspiration to many,
including science ﬁction authors Robert A. Heinlein, Arthur C. Clarke and Ray Bradbury, they inﬂuenced renowned
scientist Carl Sagan in his quest for extraterrestrial life, and were instrumental in the making of James Cameron's
Avatar, and George Lucas' Star Wars. This edition includes 46 illustrations.

JOHN CARTER OF MARS
eStar Books This book includes: John Carter and the Giants of Mars and The Skeleton Men of Jupiter

JOHN CARTER IN A PRINCESS OF MARS
Tantor eBooks John Carter, Civil War veteran, is attacked by murderous Apaches whilst prospecting for gold. Taking
refuge in a strange cave in the Arizona hills he is transported to the planet Mars, and plunged headlong into the
conﬂicts of a dying world. Upon the strange red soil of 'Barsoom' he must do all that he can to stay alive and uphold
the values of his beloved Virginia. Given super strength and agility thanks to the lighter gravity, he soon becomes a
renowned warrior among the barbarous green martians. But when a beautiful human Princess falls into their hands he
will need more than just muscle power to help her escape. What follows is one of the greatest adventure stories of all
time -- featuring vicious sword ﬁghts, daring midnight escapes, a passionate romance, and huge battles upon the dry
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ocean beds of Mars. As captivating as the day it was ﬁrst published, A Princess of Mars went on to inspire everything
from Superman to Star Wars, and remains one of the best examples of science ﬁction ever written.

JOHN CARTER OF MARS
THE FIRST FIVE NOVELS
"Page-turners ﬁlled with interplanetary perils and thrilling romance, these ﬁve epic adventure tales remapped the
terrain of fantasy and science ﬁction." ==P. [4] of cover.

THUVIA, MAID OF MARS
The Floating Press Think Edgar Rice Burroughs' additions to the literary canon begin and end with Tarzan? Think again.
Burroughs produced popular works in virtually every genre, and he made important early contributions to the science
ﬁction and fantasy ﬁelds, as well. Thuvia, Maid of Mars is an interplanetary romp that includes something for everyone
-- fantasy, romance, and rip-roaring adventure.

JOHN CARTER: BARSOOM SERIES (7 NOVELS) 1000 COPY LIMITED EDITION
Engage Books When John Carter goes to sleep in a mysterious cave in the Arizona dessert, he wakes up on the planet
Mars. There he meets the ﬁfteen foot tall, four armed, green men of mars, with horse-like dragons, and watch dogs
like oversized frogs with ten legs. His adventures continue as he battles great white apes, ﬁghts plant men, deﬁes the
Goddess of Death, and braves the frozen wastes of Polar Mars. In other adventures, the Prince of Helium encounters a
race of telepathic warriors, the Princess of Helium confronts the headless men of Mars, Captain Ulysses Paxton learns
the secret of human immortality, and Tan Hadron's idealized notion of love is tested as he ﬁghts oﬀ gigantic spiders
and cannibals. Edgar Rice Burroughs vision of Mars was loosely inspired by astronomical speculation of the time,
especially that of Percival Lowell, who saw the red planet as a formerly Earth-like world now becoming less hospitable
to life due to its advanced age. Burroughs predicted the invention of homing devices, radar, sonar, autopilot, collision
detection, television, teletype, genetic cloning, living organ transplants, antigravity propulsion, and many other
concepts that were well ahead of his time. The books in the Barsoom series were an early inspiration to many,
including science ﬁction authors Robert A. Heinlein, Arthur C. Clarke and Ray Bradbury, they inﬂuenced renowned
scientist Carl Sagan in his quest for extraterrestrial life, and were instrumental in the making of James Cameron's
Avatar, and George Lucas' Star Wars. This edition includes 46 illustrations, and is limited to 1000 copies.

THE COLLECTED JOHN CARTER OF MARS
Disney Electronic Content Book One of the John Carter of Mars collections, this edition contains the original text from the
ﬁrst, second, and third of Edgar Rice Burrough's world-famous novels. Originally published from 1917 and 1919, A
Princess of Mars, The Gods of Mars, and The Warlord of Mars are science-ﬁction classics, and the origin of Burroughs's
legendary series.

JOHN CARTER AND THE GIANT OF MARS
Greenbooks editore In the process he discovers a plot by Pew Mogel, a Hormad who apparently survived the events from
Synthetic Men of Mars, to conquer Helium and eventually Barsoom by using an army of White Apes ﬁtted with the
brains of Red Men, and his own creation: a giant named Joog.

THE MASTER MIND OF MARS
Prabhat Prakashan HELIUM, June 8th, 1925 MY DEAR MR. BURROUGHS: It was in the Fall of nineteen seventeen at an
oﬃcers' training camp that I ﬁrst became acquainted with John Carter, War Lord of Barsoom, through the pages of your
novel "A Princess of Mars." The story made a profound impression upon me and while my better judgment assured me
that it was but a highly imaginative piece of ﬁction, a suggestion of the verity of it pervaded my inner consciousness to
such an extent that I found myself dreaming of Mars and John Carter, of Dejah Thoris, of Tars Tarkas and of Woola as if
they had been entities of my own experience rather than the ﬁgments of your imagination. It is true that in those days
of strenuous preparation there was little time for dreaming, yet there were brief moments before sleep claimed me at
night and these were my dreams. Such dreams! Always of Mars, and during my waking hours at night my eyes always
sought out the Red Planet when he was above the horizon and clung there seeking a solution of the seemingly
unfathomable riddle he has presented to the Earthman for ages.

THE GODS OF MARS
Lulu Press, Inc The Gods of Mars is an Edgar Rice Burroughs science ﬁction novel, the second of his famous Barsoom
series. It can be said that the novel set the tone for much science ﬁction to come. Its inﬂuence can clearly be seen in
franchises such as Star Trek and Farscape. While Burroughs no doubt borrowed liberally from the pulp ﬁction of his
day, particularly westerns and swashbuckling tales, the pacing and themes set the tone for the soft science ﬁction
genre. The protagonist, John Carter, with his proﬁciency in hand-to-hand combat and ﬂirtations with beautiful alien
women, could be said to have set the mold for later inﬂuential icons like Captain James T. Kirk and James Bond.

BARSOOM SERIES COLLECTION: 7 JOHN CARTER STORIES FULLY ILLUSTRATED - A PRINCESS OF MARS, THE
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GODS OF MARS, THE WARLORD OF MARS, THUVIA, MAID OF MARS, THE CHESSMEN OF MARS, THE MASTER
MIND OF MARS AND YELLOW MEN OF MARS
"Barsoom Series Collection: 7 John Carter Stories - Fully Illustrated" is a collection of 7 novels/stories of John Carter by
Edgar Rice Burroughs. It includes all the original picture illustrations by Frank E. Schoonover and J. Allen St. John. The
book is properly formatted and includes a main table of contents as well as a separate table of contents for each
story.Novels/Stories included: 1. A Princess of Mars 2. The Gods of Mars 3. The Warlord of Mars 4. Thuvia, Maid of Mars
5. The Chessmen of Mars 6. The Master Mind of Mars 7. Yellow Men of Mars Follow John Carter as he travels through
the desolate landscape of Mars. Experience adventures full of feats of daring and dazzling swordplay!

JOHN CARTER OF MARS
FIRST SEVEN NOVELS OF BARSOOM SERIES
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform * Contents * A Princess of Mars (1917)* The Gods of Mars (1918)* The Warlord
of Mars (1919)* Thuvia Maid of Mars (1920)* The Chessmen of Mars (1922)* The Master Mind of Mars (1927)* A
Fighting Man of Mars (1930)

A FIGHTING MAN OF MARS
Phoemixx Classics Ebooks A Fighting Man of Mars Edgar Rice Burroughs - A Fighting Man of Mars is a science fantasy
novel by American writer Edgar Rice Burroughs, the seventh of his Barsoom series. Burroughs began writing it on
February 28, 1929, and the ﬁnished story was ﬁrst published in The Blue Book Magazine as a six-part serial in the
issues for April to September 1930. It was later published as a complete novel by Metropolitan in May 1931.A Fighting
Man of Mars is a science fantasy novel by American writer Edgar Rice Burroughs, the seventh of his Barsoom series.
Burroughs began writing it on February 28, 1929, and the ﬁnished story was ﬁrst published in The Blue Book Magazine
as a six-part serial in the issues for April to September 1930. It was later published as a complete novel by
Metropolitan in May 1931.

WARLORD OF MARS
POPULAR BOOKS BY EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS : ALL TIMES BESTSELLER DEMANDING BOOKS
BEYOND BOOKS HUB John Carter risks everything to rescue his wife, Princess Dejah Thoris, from the clutches of his evil
adversaries, but he is always just one step behind! His battles cover the face of the red planet, as his quest carries him
ultimately to the mysterious northern pole. Will this civilization, submerged in ice, prove fatal to our hero? This is the
third of eleven in the popular 'Martian' series by Edgar Rice Burroughs.

UNDER THE MOONS OF MARS
NEW ADVENTURES ON BARSOOM
Simon and Schuster This collection of all-new John Carter of Mars stories contains “plenty of sword work and old-style
action-adventure” (Kirkus Reviews). Ever since Edgar Rice Burroughs published A Princess of Mars in 1912, fans of all
ages have marveled at the adventures of John Carter, an Earthman who suddenly ﬁnds himself in a strange new world.
A century later, readers can enjoy this compilation of brand-new stories starring John Carter of Mars. Collected by
veteran editor John Joseph Adams, this anthology features a foreword by Tamora Pierce and stories and original art
from titans of literature and illustration such as Peter S. Beagle, Garth Nix, Charles Vess, and many more, plus a
glossary of Mars by Richard A. Lupoﬀ. This book has not been prepared, approved, licensed, or authorized by Edgar
Rice Burroughs, Inc. or any other entity associated with the Edgar Rice Burroughs estate.

SYNTHETIC MEN OF MARS
eStar Books "Synthetic men of mars" is the ninth book of the Edgar Rice Burroughs Martian series, this book was
featured in the newspaper "Argosy Weekly" in six parts released in early 1939. Dejah Thoris, princess of Helium, is
badly injured in a deadly collision of two space crafts. Ras Thavas returns as the Mastermind of Mars. Thavas creates a
race of supermen on Mars that must be defeated before the entire planet faces a complete totalitarianism. This book
was written in the perfect era on the brink of a World War, when the fear of world domination was close at hand.

UNDER THE GREEN STAR
Wildside Press LLC On Earth, life held for him only the fate of a recluse--conﬁned to daydreams and the lore of ancient
wonders but apparently destined never to share them--until he found the formula that let him cross space to the world
of the Green Star. There, appearing in the body of a fabled hero, he is to experience all that his heroid fantasies had
yearned for. A princess to be saved . . . an invader to be thwarted . . . and otherworldly monsters to be faced! A
thrilling adventure in the grand tradition of Edgar Rice Burroughs, as only Lin Carter can tell it! This edition includes an
afterword by Lin Carter.

THE CHESSMEN OF MARS BY EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS
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POPULAR BOOKS BY EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS : ALL TIMES BESTSELLER DEMANDING BOOKS
BEYOND BOOKS HUB Impetuous and headstrong is Tara, Princess of Helium and daughter of John Carter. Tara meets
Prince Gahan of Gathol, and is initially unimpressed, viewing him as something of a popinjay. Later she takes her ﬂier
into a storm and loses control of the craft, and the storm carries her to an unfamiliar region of Barsoom. After landing
and ﬂeeing from a pack of ferocious Banths (Martian lions), she is captured by the horriﬁc Kaldanes, who resemble
large heads with small, crab-like legs. The Kaldanes have bred a symbiotic race of headless human-like creatures
called Rykors, which they can attach themselves to and ride like a horse. While imprisoned, Tara manages to win over
one of the Kaldanes, Ghek, with her lovely singing voice. Fifth of his Barsoom series. Burroughs began writing it in
January, 1921, and the ﬁnished story was ﬁrst published in Argosy All-Story Weekly as a six-part serial in the issues for
February 18 and 25 and March 4, 11, 18 and 25, 1922. It was later published as a complete novel by A. C. McClurg in
November 1922. "A daughter," he replied, "only a little younger than Carthoris, and, barring one, the fairest thing that
ever breathed the thin air of dying Mars. Only Dejah Thoris, her mother, could be more beautiful than Tara of Helium."
For a moment he ﬁngered the chessmen idly. "We have a game on Mars similar to chess," he said, "very similar. And
there is a race there that plays it grimly with men and naked swords. We call the game jetan. It is played on a board
like yours, except that there are a hundred squares and we use twenty pieces on each side. I never see it played
without thinking of Tara of Helium and what befell her among the chessmen of Barsoom. Would you like to hear her
story?" I said that I would and so he told it to me, and now I shall try to re-tell it for you as nearly in the words of The
Warlord of Mars as I can recall them, but in the third person. If there be inconsistencies and errors, let the blame fall
not upon John Carter, but rather upon my faulty memory, where it belongs. It is a strange tale and utterly Barsoomian.

THE MARTIAN TALES TRILOGY
Barnes & Noble Publishing Combining other worldly, adventures with elements of classical myth and fast-paced plots with
cliﬀhanging tension, Edgar Rice Burroughs' The Martian Tales Trilogy helped deﬁne a new literary genre emerging in
the early twentieth century: science ﬁction. In the ﬁrst installment of The Martian Tales Trilogy, hero John Carter wins
the aﬀections of the princess of Mars and the respect of the Martian warlords whom he befriends. The excitement
continues in The Gods of Mars, when Carter engages the Black Pirates in airborne combat above the dead seas of Mars
and leads a revolt to free the Martian races from a religion that thrives on living sacriﬁces. In the third book, The
Warlord of Mars, Carter overcomes the forces of evil that would destroy the planet.

WARLORD OF MARS
When John Carter goes to sleep in a mysterious cave in the Arizona dessert, he wakes up on the planet Mars. There he
meets the ﬁfteen foot tall, four armed, green men of mars, with horse-like dragons, and watch dogs like oversized
frogs with ten legs. His adventures continue as he battles great white apes, ﬁghts plant men, deﬁes the Goddess of
Death, and braves the frozen wastes of Polar Mars. In other adventures, the Prince of Helium encounters a race of
telepathic warriors, the Princess of Helium confronts the headless men of Mars, Captain Ulysses Paxton learns the
secret of human immortality, and Tan Hadron's idealized notion of love is tested as he ﬁghts oﬀ gigantic spiders and
cannibals. Edgar Rice Burroughs vision of Mars was loosely inspired by astronomical speculation of the time, especially
that of Percival Lowell, who saw the red planet as a formerly Earth-like world now becoming less hospitable to life due
to its advanced age. Burroughs predicted the invention of homing devices, radar, sonar, autopilot, collision detection,
television, teletype, genetic cloning, living organ transplants, antigravity propulsion, and many other concepts that
were well ahead of his time. The books in the Barsoom series were an early inspiration to many, including science
ﬁction authors Robert A. Heinlein, Arthur C. Clarke and Ray Bradbury, they inﬂuenced renowned scientist Carl Sagan in
his quest for extraterrestrial life, and were instrumental in the making of James Cameron's Avatar, and George Lucas'
Star Wars. This edition includes 46 illustrations.

JOHN CARTER ON BARSOOM
eStar Books This edition includes:A Princess of MarsThe Gods of MarsThe Warlord of Mars

A FIGHTING MAN OF MARS
JOHN CARTER: BARSOOM SERIES (VOL. 7)
A Fighting Man of Mars is a science fantasy novel by American writer Edgar Rice Burroughs, the seventh of his
Barsoom series. The story is purportedly relayed back to earth via the Gridley Wave, a sort of super radio frequency
previously introduced in Tanar of Pellucidar, the third of Burrough's Pellucidar novels, which thus provides a link
between the two series. The story-teller is Ulysses Paxton, protagonist of the previous novel, The Master Mind of Mars,
but this story is not about him; rather, it is the tale of Tan Hadron of Hastor, a lowly, poor padwar (a low-ranking
oﬃcer) who is in love with the beautiful, haughty Sanoma Tora, daughter of Tor Hatan, a minor but rich noble.

LLANA OF GATHOL
eStar Books "Llano of Gathol" is a collection of four novellas written in the Martian series of Edgar Rice Burroughs which
was written for Amazing Stories in 1941. Llano, the daughter of Gahan of Gothol, is the perfect damsel in distress. "The
Llano of Gathol" consists of four stories. First "The Ancient Dead" (originally "The City of Mummies") followed by "The
Black Pirates of Barsoom", "Escape on Mars" and ﬁnally "Invisible Men of Mars". The four books in this series is truly
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comprised of parody and satire. These books are a good laugh with many futuristic encounters and wild characters.

JOHN CARTER AND THE GIANT OF MARS ILLUSTRATED
Independently Published John Carter of Mars is the eleventh and ﬁnal book in the Barsoom series by American writer
Edgar Rice Burroughs. It is not a novel, but rather a collection of two John Carter of Mars stories.The ﬁrst story was
originally published in 1940 by Whitman as a Better Little Book entitled John Carter of Mars. Although credited to
Edgar Rice Burroughs, it was written (and illustrated) by his son, John Coleman Burroughs and was later expanded and
re-published in the January issue of Amazing Stories in 1941 as "John Carter and the Giant of Mars", the name it goes
under in the collection.The second story, "Skeleton Men of Jupiter", was ﬁrst published in Amazing Stories in 1943.
Intended as the ﬁrst in a series of novelettes to be later collected in book form, in the fashion of Llana of Gathol, it
ends with the plot unresolved, and the intended sequels were never written. Several other writers have written
pastiche endings for the story.The ﬁrst edition of John Carter of Mars (a title that Burroughs never used for any book in
the Barsoom series) was published in 1964 by Canaveral Press, fourteen years after his death.

THE BARSOOM CHRONICLES #1
A PRINCESS OF MARS
A Princess of Mars is the novel that started Edgar Rice Burroughs' amazing Barsoom series. In it we meet one of the
greatest heros of pulp ﬁction, John Carter, a retired confederate soldier. At the start of the novel his is prospecting in
Arizona and is attacked by Indians he escapes into a cave and is transported to Mars where a legend is born. This
edition has a new introduction by World Fantasy Award winner Darrell Schweitzer. Schweitzer the former Editor of
Weird Tales and a pre-emanate scholar of fantastic ﬁction places the Barsoom novels in their proper context. These
novels will transport you to a lush Mars that never was. A Mars ﬁlled with strange and wonderful ﬂora and fauna;
giants and monsters, and most importantly maidens in distress and fabulous adventures. Wilder Publications is a
green publisher. All of our books are printed to order. This reduces waste and helps us keep prices low while greatly
reducing our impact on the environment.

MARS TRILOGY
A PRINCESS OF MARS; THE GODS OF MARS; THE WARLORD OF MARS
Simon and Schuster A bind-up of the ﬁrst three classic John Carter of Mars books includes A Princess of Mars, The Gods
of Mars and The Warlord of Mars and features illustrations by three renowned fantasy artists. Original.

SWORDS OF MARS
Phoemixx Classics Ebooks Swords of Mars Edgar Rice Burroughs - Swords of Mars is a science fantasy novel by American
writer Edgar Rice Burroughs, the eighth of his Barsoom series. It was ﬁrst published in the magazine Blue Book as a six
part serial in the issues for November 1934 to April 1935. The ﬁrst book edition was published by Edgar Rice
Burroughs, Inc. in February 1936.John Carter reprises his role of hero as he vows to bring an end to the Assassins
Guild. He must travel to one of the moons of Barsoom, Carter then creates a race of secret super assassins to destroy
this powerful Guild of Assassins. He ventures to the city of Zedong in a ﬁerce attempt to overthrow Ur Jan the leader of
the Assassins. There are many fantastic characters and galaxies in this compelling spy story in this edge of your seat
science thriller.

JOHN CARTER OF MARS SERIES [BOOKS 1-7]
[FULLY ILLUSTRATED] [BOOK 1 : A PRINCESS OF MARS, BOOK 2 : THE GODS OF MARS, BOOK 3 : THE
WARLORD OF MARS, BOOK 4 : THUVIA, MAID OF MARS, BOOK 5 : THE
CreateSpace John Carter of Mars Series [Books 1-7] Book 1 : A Princess of Mars Book 2 : The Gods of Mars Book 3 : The
Warlord of Mars Book 4 : Thuvia, Maid of Mars Book 5 : The Chessmen of Mars Book 6 : The Master Mind of Mars Book 7
: A Fighting Man of Mars Edgar begins to write a story about a character named John Carter who is a native of Virginia
and was a Captain in the Civil War Confederacy that is transported to Mars to become a warrior. The story is called
"Under The Moons Of Mars." The story is published in November in the All-Story Magazine and his ﬁctional character
John Carter would endure through numerous adventures for years to come. “Yes, I was a fool, but I was in love, and
though I was suﬀering the greatest misery I had ever known I would not have had it otherwise for all the riches of
Barsoom. Such is love, and such are lovers wherever love is known.” --- Edgar Rice Burroughs, A Princess of Mars

SAVAGE PELLUCIDAR
eStar Books When David Innes and Abner Perry set out to search for mineral deposits in Perry's newly invented
Mechanical Prospectro, they never dreamed of discovering the beautiful, terrifying world of Pellucidar ﬁve hundred
miles beneath their feet. Cast into a country of ﬁerce ﬁghting men, beautiful women, and vicious beasts, David and
Abner take sharply diverging paths. David and his mate, Dian the Beautiful, set out to teach Pellucidar the ways of
civilization and succeed in gathering a number of primitive kingdoms into the Empire of Pellucidar. Meanwhile, Abner
turns his inventive genius to the science of aeronautics, with dire results for both David and Dian.
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JOHN CARTER OF MARS
THE COLLECTION - A PRINCESS OF MARS; THE GODS OF MARS; THE WARLORD OF MARS; THUVIA, MAID OF
MARS; THE CHESSMEN OF MARS
This Purple Rose book is a collection of the ﬁrst ﬁve stories in Edgar Rice Burroughs' Barsoom series: A Princess of
Mars (1917), The Gods of Mars (1918), The Warlord of Mars (1919), Thuvia, Maid of Mars (1920) and The Chessmen of
Mars (1922). It contains all of the original frontispieces by Frank Schoonover and J. Allen St. John, enhanced and
enlarged and is a high quality book with clear formatting and detailed contents. Visit Purple Rose at
www.purplerosebooks.com and view our other titles and new releases. John Carter is the hero of Burroughs' Barsoom
series. He ﬁrst appeared in Under the Moons of Mars (later retitled A Princess of Mars) the story which catapaulted
Burroughs into the limelight. It was the ﬁrst of many novels and several sequels followed over the next three decades,
further extending Burroughs' vision of Barsoom. The world of Barsoom is a romantic vision of a dying Mars, based on
now outdated scientiﬁc ideas made popular by Astronomer Percival Lowell in the early 20th century. While depicting
many outlandish inventions, and advanced technology, it is a savage, 'frontier' world, of honor, noble sacriﬁce and
constant struggle, where martial prowess is paramount, and where many races ﬁght over dwindling resources. It is
ﬁlled with lost cities, heroic adventures and undiscovered ancient secrets. The series has inspired a number of well
known science ﬁction writers, and also key scientists involved in both space exploration and the search for
extraterrestrial life. It has informed and been adapted by many writers, in novels, short stories, television and ﬁlm.

JOHN CARTER AND THE GODS OF HOLLYWOOD
HOW THE SCI-FI CLASSIC FLOPPED AT THE BOX OFFICE BUT CONTINUES TO INSPIRE FANS AND FILMMAKERS
It took 100 years to bring Edgar Rice Burroughs' John Carter of Mars to the big screen. It took Disney Studios just ten
days to declare the ﬁlm a ﬂop and lock it away in the Disney vaults. How did this project, despite its quarter-billion
dollar budget, the brilliance of director Andrew Stanton, and the creative talents of legendary Pixar Studios, become a
calamity of historic proportions? Michael Sellers, a ﬁlmmaker and Hollywood insider himself, saw the disaster
approaching and fought to save the project - but without success. In John Carter and the Gods of Hollywood, Sellers
details every blunder and betrayal that led to the doom of the motion picture - and that left countless Hollywood
careers in the wreckage. JOHN CARTER AND THE GODS OF HOLLYWOOD examines every aspect of Andrew Stanton's
adaptation and Disney's marketing campaign and seeks to answer the question: What went wrong? it includes a
history of Hollywood's 100 year eﬀort to bring the ﬁlm to the screen, and examines the global fan movement spawned
by the ﬁlm.

JOHN CARTER: THE MOVIE NOVELIZATION
Disney Electronic Content This adaptation will not only give readers an amazing novelization of the upcoming John Carter
ﬁlm, but also the original text of A Princess of Mars, by Edgar Rice Burroughs. A Princess of Mars was the ﬁrst book to
feature John Carter, led to an eleven-book series featuring his adventures, and was also the basis for the 2012 movie!
The movie John Carter tells the story of a war-weary former military captain during the Civil War, who is inexplicably
transported to Mars. He quickly (and reluctantly) becomes embroiled in a conﬂict of epic proportions amongst the
inhabitants of the planet. The adaptation, written by Stuart Moore, wonderfully brings the movie's otherworldly action
and adventure to the page, while keeping the themes of family, planetary survival, and loyalty at heart.

A GUIDE TO BARSOOM
THE OFFICIAL, DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO BARSOOM AND THE WORLD OF JOHN CARTER OF MARS**Fully Illustrated**COME
TO BARSOOM... AND ENJOY THE WONDERS OF ERB'S MARSWhen Edgar Rice Burroughs (1875-1950) wrote "Dejah
Thoris, A Princess of Mars," in 1911, he had no idea that he was opening a new era in the science ﬁction ﬁeld. His
account of ﬁfteen-foot green men, eight-legged beasts, oviparous females, and swordswinging red men was an
immediate success.And the public clamored for more.Over a period of thirty years, Burroughs wrote ten Martian
tales... the story of life and death, romance and tragedy on the Red Planet is undoubtedly one of the greatest series of
all time. Burroughs created a world of dead seabeds, towering mountains, polar ice caps, underground rivers ... he
peopled the planet with four diﬀerent human races and one semihuman. He gave Mars a history, several phases of
civilization and an assortment of religions. He added dauntless heros, beautiful maidens, evil villains and fearful
monsters?all the ingredients necessary for a series of thrilling adventures on any world!Featuring over two dozen
illustrations, including maps of the North and South Poles of Barsoom, as well as of the planet's Western and Eastern
Hemispheres?AND IT'S ALL HERE IN THE ONLY OFFICIAL GUIDE TO BARSOOMCONTENTS:Introduction to the 2012 by
Mike ResnickIntroductionI ? A Brief History of Pre-Carter BarsoomII ? A Geography of Barsoom, Including a GazetteerIndex and Hemispheric and Polar Maps of Its SurfaceIII ? A Biography of Barsoom, Including a Dictionary of People,
Past and Present, Whose Names Appear in the Barsoomian SagasIV ? The Flora and Fauna of Barsoom, Including a
Dictionary of Barsoomian Plants and AnimalsV Measurements ? on Barsoom?Linear, Time, Monetary?and a List of
Barsoomian NumbersVI ? The Language, Religions, and Customs of BarsoomVII ? A General Barsoomian Glossary:
Terms, Titles, Organizations, Games, Weapons, Buildings, Streets, Etc.VIII ? Quotations, Proverbs, and Expletives?From
the Rich Heritage of Barsoom and the Pen of John CarterIX ? Barsoomian Science and InventionX Through ? Space to
Barsoom?XI ? "Edgar Rice Burroughs": A Brief Biographical SketchAcknowledgments and SourcesFrom the
AuthorILLUSTRATIONS:The Avenue of Quays in AaanthorPlant MenThe Atmosphere PlantThe Zitidar (above) and the
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Thoat (below)Maps of the North and South Poles of Barsoom, as well as of the planet's Western and Eastern
HemispheresA Green ManThe Game of YanoA Calot (Barsoomian Watchdog) and His Red Man MasterAn Orovar HelmetA
Jetan Piece: ThoatA Jetan Piece: Warrior, or ThanThe Banth, or Barsoomian LionMan-FlowersArtists Conception of the
Barsoomian Table of Linear MeasurementTwo Barsoomian Watches and a Barsoomian ClockA Sith and Its Unidentiﬁed
VictimA White ApeThe Palace of Peace in PtarthA Torch of HorzThe Pit of Plenty in KadabraThe Ulsio, Martian RatA
Calot TreeAn Apt vs. a Red ManA Conventional Ground FlierA Flier of Okar and PanarThe Pedestal of Truth in the
Temple of Reward of Greater HeliumDon't get stuck in the Valley of Lost Souls -- Learn your way around Barsoom
today!

DEJAH THORIS VS. JOHN CARTER OF MARS #1
Dynamite Entertainment An epic adventure, reuniting ﬁction’s greatest lovers: Dejah Thoris from Barsoom, and John
Carter from Earth! But their reunion is short-lived…THE LONGBORN, an ancient and mysterious race of immortal
“gods” have arrived to reclaim what is theirs: MARS! Can Dejah and Carter’s love hold through a planet-sized war?
Find out, courtesy of superstar DAN ABNETT (Guardians Of The Galaxy, Justice League) and ALESSANDRO MIRACOLO
(Red Sonja)!

BARSOOM BOOK SERIES
FIRST SEVEN NOVELS OF JOHN CARTER
Barsoom Book series: First Seven Novels of John Carter 1. A Princess of Mars 2. The Gods of Mars 3. Warlord of Mars 4.
Thuvia, Maid of Mars 5. The Chessmen of Mars 6. The Master Mind of Mars 7. A Fighting Man of Mars

THE CHESSMEN OF MARS ILLUSTRATED
The Chessmen of Mars is a science fantasy novel by American writer Edgar Rice Burroughs, the ﬁfth of his Barsoom
series. Burroughs began writing it in January, 1921, and the ﬁnished story was ﬁrst published in Argosy All-Story
Weekly as a six-part serial in the issues for February 18 and 25 and March 4, 11, 18 and 25, 1922. It was later
published as a complete novel by A. C. McClurg in November 1922.

THE NUMBER OF THE BEAST
Fawcett Books The unusual adventures of four geniuses who are forced to ﬂee their universe when they unexpectedly
become the target of alien malevolence

BARSOOM
eStar Books Contains all the adventures on Mars!A Princess of MarsThe Gods of MarsThe Warlord of MarsThuvia, Maid of
MarsThe Chessmen of MarsThe Master Mind of MarsA Fighting Man of MarsSwords of MarsSynthetic Men of MarsLlana
of GatholJohn Carter of Mars

THE JOHN CARTER OF MARS COLLECTION (7 NOVELS + BONUS AUDIOBOOK LINKS)
eBookIt.com The John Carter of Mars Collection (7 Novels + Bonus Audiobook Links) "In one respect at least the Martians
are a happy people, they have no lawyers." — Edgar Rice Burroughs, A Princess of Mars * Professional formatting,
giving you full control over fonts, font sizes, and line spacing * Active table of contents accessed by the "go to" or
"menu" button * Links to download full-length audiobooks included FREE! The John Carter of Mars Collection includes
seven of Edgar Rice Burroughs works: A Princess of Mars The Gods of Mars Warlord of Mars Thuvia, Maid of Mars The
Chessmen of Mars The Master Mind of Mars A Fighting Man of Mars Bonus: A Glossary of Names and Terms Used In the
Martian Books Audiobook Links: Links to download free, full-length audiobooks for The John Carter of Mars Collection
by Edgar Rice Burroughs (books 1-5) can be found at the end of the book. About this Digital Papyrus edition:
“Experience the Digital Papyrus Diﬀerence!" We are devoted book lovers and formatting fanatics. Our team has
experience producing thousands of ebooks since 2011 for discerning authors and readers alike. We know what readers
expect from their ebook purchases. We avoid distracting formatting inconsistencies and annoying glitches too often
found in ebooks. We adhere to the highest standards in producing our ebooks—regardless of the sale price. (Low or
value pricing should never be an excuse for second-rate work!) We want readers of our ebooks to get lost in the story
just as easily as readers of print books. Our promise is a pleasant reading experience. 10% of all Digital Papyrus proﬁts
are donated to charity every month.
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